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The Media of Relativity

Einstein and Telecommunications Technologies

JIMENA CANALES

ABSTRACT: How are fundamental constants, such as “c” for the speed of light, related to the technological environments that produce them? Relativistic cosmology, developed first by Albert Einstein, depended on military and commercial innovations in telecommunications. Prominent physicists (Hans Reichenbach, Max Born, Paul Langevin, Louis de Broglie, and Léon Brillouin, among others) worked in radio units during WWI and incorporated battlefield lessons into their research. Relativity physicists, working at the intersection of physics and optics by investigating light and electricity, responded to new challenges by developing a novel scientific framework. Ideas about lengths and solid bodies were overhauled because the old Newtonian mechanics assumed the possibility of “instantaneous signaling at a distance.” Einstein’s universe, where time and space dilated, where the shortest path between two points was often curved and non-Euclidean, followed the rules of electromagnetic “signal” transmission. For these scientists, light’s constant speed in the absence of a gravitational field—a fundamental tenet of Einstein’s theory—was a lesson derived from communication technologies.

“. . . we are dealing here with the propagation of an influence that could, for example, be used for sending an arbitrary signal.”
— Albert Einstein to Wien, 26 August 1907, in The Collected Papers of Albert Einstein, vol. 5, 40

How are fundamental constants, such as “c” for the speed of light, related to particular technological environments? Our understanding of the con-
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stant c and Einstein’s relativistic cosmology depended on key experiences and lessons learned in connection to new forms of telecommunications, first used by the military and later adapted for commercial purposes. Many of Einstein’s contemporaries understood his theory of relativity by reference to telecommunications, some referring to it as “signal-theory” and “message theory.” Prominent physicists who contributed to it (Hans Reichenbach, Max Born, Paul Langevin, Louis de Broglie, and Léon Brillouin, among others) worked in radio units during World War I. Physicists began to retrospectively interpret the old Newtonian mechanics as based on a belief in a means of “instantaneous signaling at a distance.” Even common thinking about lengths and solid bodies, argued Einstein and his interlocutors, needed to be overhauled in light of a new understanding of signaling possibilities. Pulling a rod from one side will not make the other end move at once, since relativity had shown that “this would be a signal that moves with infinite speed.” Einstein’s universe, where time and space dilated, where the shortest path between two points was often curved and which broke the laws of Euclidean geometry, functioned according to the rules of electromagnetic signal transmission. For some critics, the new understanding of the speed of light as an unsurpassable velocity—a fundamental tenet of Einstein’s theory—was a mere technological effect related to current limitations in communication technologies.

Fundamental constants are considered such essential fixtures of the universe that they are strongly associated with the extraordinary set of coincidences that led to the existence of a universe that produced, sustained, and housed human life on Earth. “If the fundamental constants of nature” were any different, argues statistician David J. Hand, “life as we know it would not exist, and we would not be here to see the stars.” But the situation is actually quite the reverse: if we had not been here to see the stars, the fundamental constants as we know them would not exist. How did we get our account of universal constants backward? The history of how c for the speed of light became a fundamental constant can help us answer that question.

Einstein was intimately familiar with mass-media technologies, particularly radio. When two of the pioneers of radio technologies in Germany (Adolf Slaby and Georg Graf von Arco, director of the Society for Wireless Telegraphy, later known as Telefunken) needed help with patent litigation against Marconi, they turned to Einstein for help. They “believed him to be one of the few persons who understood wireless science and technology.” Einstein was also chosen to discuss the topic of mass communication directly during a radio-transmitted address at the German Radio and Audio Show in Berlin on 22 August 1930. He extolled the potential benefits of radio and emerging mass-media technologies, pleading with listen-

2. Thomas P. Hughes, “Einstein, Inventors, and Invention,” 34.
ers to be thankful for the wonders of science as much as of engineering and to remember “the fact that it is the engineers who make true democracy possible.” Einstein used these innovations to publicize his views about science, technology, and politics.

Yet Einstein, much like Isaac Newton before him and Stephen Hawking afterward, described the work of scientists as marked by solitude. An “isolated life,” he explained, was most conducive for “creative” scientific work, which he compared to “such occupations as the service of lighthouses and lightships.” The supposed solitary nature of scientific labor contrasted sharply with Einstein’s life as a scientist and public intellectual. His so-called “lighthouse” speech was a highly public event. Delivered in front of some 10,000 people, it was recorded so that it could be used as a soundtrack for a newsreel.

How did Einstein’s involvement with technology affect his theoretical work? Historians have focused mostly on the role of clocks. Even though the word “clock” appeared more than fifty times in his relativity theory paper (1905), his life’s work is still considered as the paradigmatic example of pure, theoretical science, which, only if applied, can lead to technological results, from atomic energy to GPS. For the most part, Einstein’s contributions continue to be safely confined within the realm of theoretical science.

Einstein’s involvement with technology was complex and varied. It is now clear that even “those who prefer their scientists unsullied by commercialism” can no longer overlook his sustained interest in many different technologies, such as gyroscopes, refrigerators, and clocks. These efforts, furthermore, were not limited to his years at the Bern Patent Office but continued afterward, even when he was widely recognized for his theoretical work and had moved to America. In some of his public comments about the effects of technology on the modern world, Einstein was at first mostly optimistic. Yet his enthusiasm did not last long: “What comes to

4. For Isaac Newton’s rhetoric of isolation, see Simon Schaffer, “Newton on the Beach.” For Stephen Hawking, see Hélène Mialet, Hawking Incorporated. For Einstein’s so-called “lighthouse speech,” see Albert Einstein, “Speech in Royal Albert Hall.”
5. “Uhr” and “Uhren” in the original German are translated variously as clock/s and watch/es in different English versions. Yet scholars still claim that “neither Einstein nor his colleagues wrote about any connection between his formulation of his theory and any timing technologies.” See, for example, Alberto A. Martinez, “Material History and Imaginary Clocks. In this view, “technocultural” factors do not enter into Einstein’s work because Einstein himself did not explicitly draw a connection between his science and clock technology as distinct topics. For a reevaluation of relativity theory in light of timekeeping technologies, see Peter Galison, Einstein’s Clocks, Poincaré’s Maps: Empires of Time; Peter Galison, “Einstein’s Clocks: The Place of Time.”
the mind of a sensible person when hearing the word technology?” “Avarice, exploitation, social divisions amongst people, class hatred,” he responded. Technology, he concluded, was the “wayward son of our era.”

Even his positive assessment of radio had vanished a few years after he spoke of it, when the industry became centralized. “False information is spread by a muzzled press, a centralized radio service, and school education,” he warned. But what Einstein said about technology needs to be separated from his experience with it.

Technology, Rationality, and War

Discussions about the purity of science in the face of technology are as old as science itself, yet one conception stands out from the rest. The most common view takes technology to be “applied science,” as reflected in the motto for the 1933 Chicago World’s Fair: “Science Finds, Industry Applies, Man Conforms.” While historians and philosophers have denounced the “deceptive illusion” that “modern technology is applied physical science,” this view persists in our public discourse and in much recent scholarship.

“Hertzian devices,” explained a historian of early radio, “emerged from experimental physics” and “inspired engineers.”

Since the early decades of the twentieth century, debates about the relation of science to technology have become theologically charged. When science is understood as “pure theory,” those who look at technology and its effects tend to “curse it as the work of the devil.” Recently, philosopher of science Philip Kitcher has found that “much of the rhetoric about the importance of seeking the truth seems to develop its own form of theology, viewing the high priests of the sciences as dedicated to a sacred task,” referring in particular to the work of E. O. Wilson and Carl Sagan. Tainting science, especially theoretical science, with technology can therefore be perceived as a transgression akin to profanation, since even among today’s theoretical physicists there is still “the feeling of being some kind of secular priest.” Theological valances come with moral ones, as theoretical

11. Sungook Hong, Wireless, 22.
14. Silvan Sam Schweber to Arne Hessenbruch, interview. Paul Forman considers attempts to relate science to technology as misguided “ideological initiatives”: “The Primacy of Science in Modernity, of Technology in Postmodernity, and of Ideology in the History of Technology.”
physicists are widely sanctioned to dole out advice for how “every parent and grandparent” should “behave.”

To this day, questions about the relation of theoretical physics to technology strike at the center of how we think of moral responsibility more generally. While Einstein was a self-proclaimed pacifist, “half of his salary came from a Prussian industry that held military contracts.” How can we start to think about these contradictions?

Nineteenth- and twentieth-century physics were tightly, although not unproblematically, linked to electrical engineering. Scientists during this period engaged in “boundary-work” with other technical professions to bolster their expertise, to explain the usefulness of their profession, and, at other times, to distance their work from military and industrial connections. Norbert Wiener, for example, was heavily invested in giving his work “an intellectual, scientific trajectory, divorced from the traditions of technical practice from which it sprang” that were so clearly connected to World War II.

In what follows, I explore a different way of understanding the impact of technology on theoretical science, and of understanding its importance in general culture. It is neither about scientists’ portrayal of their own work, their professional affiliations, their direct involvement with technology, or their remuneration from engineering, military, or industrial sources. I am interested, instead, in investigating the role played by technologies in shaping rationality more broadly. Changes in our everyday technical landscape affect individual subjectivities and theoretical science in subtle, covert, and profound ways. They affect how rational subjects think, reason, and act. These changes affect theoretical science not only in the period of its development but throughout its adoption and subsequent uptake. The realization that no message can travel at speeds faster than light, often associated with Einstein’s theory of relativity, was one such realization, tightly coupled with the development of light-based communication technologies.

In order to trace Einstein’s relationship to technology, scholars have rightly focused on cutting-edge marvels that must “have gone through

15. Adam Frank, “Welcome to the Age of Denial.” Frank calls on readers to consider science as “a way of behaving in the world,” rather than to consider it as occupations connected to “the giant particle accelerators and space observatories.”
18. David A. Mindell, Between Human and Machine, 286.
Einstein’s hands.” We can now complement that research and move from a narrow sphere of action and limited sense of responsibility to an inquiry into the role of technological transformations that affect broader swaths of society and change what rational subjects consider realistic and possible, in ethical and technical terms. Technologies reconfigure experience in ways that affect what Aristotle referred to as the “unity of action” across fields. As our experience of causality and effective agency changes with new technological transformations, our understanding of the past as much as of the future shifts as well.

How do changes in communication technologies affect rational subjects and shape theoretical science? The role played by communications media in theoretical science is more complex than that of electrical engineering in the era of Maxwell and Hertz, nautical commerce in the time of Newton, or ballistics in Galileo’s era. In contrast to many of the classic cases that historians have studied to tease apart science and technology, in the case of communications media we need to ask, additionally, how both impact the very core of what we consider to be an autonomous thinking-and-speaking subject and moral actor.

In what follows, I trace how new terms and concepts related to contemporary communication technologies appeared in Einstein’s work, as he struggled to create a new scientific paradigm for the era of global communications. At the crux of my narrative is the “light signaling protocol,” a procedure known to have played a “central role” in his famous 1905 relativity paper and later work. The success of “arguably the most famous scientific paper in history” hinged on specific transformations that affected our understanding of causality and effective agency during this period. These changes affected science and technology in ways that cannot be ranked hierarchically, where either science has primacy over technology or the other way around, but which occurs prior to their classification as either of these two categories. The term “light signal”—central to Einstein’s theory of relativity—did not belong exclusively to either category. In areas that ranged from the military to the arts, it obtained a new meaning in connection to new means of communication (fig. 1).

Although the finite speed of light had been noted since the seventeenth century, most scientists before Einstein believed that certain “signals” could also convey information instantaneously. In classical physics, forces can propagate instantaneously and no transmission velocity needs to be considered. But instantaneous signals could invalidate all of Einstein’s momen-

20. Galina Granek, “Poincaré’s Light Signaling and Clock Synchronization Thought Experiment and Its Possible Inspiration to Einstein.” The “pervasiveness of this analysis in later writings” is noted in John D. Norton, “Einstein’s Investigations of Galilean Covariant Electrodynamics prior to 1905,” 92.
tous predictions about the relativity of simultaneity and of time. Even solid bodies, under Einstein’s interpretation, should be considered in terms of signals that took time to be transmitted. “Let us imagine a rod of a certain length,” he explained. “If we pull on one side, the other end will move at once.” Yet this old way of thinking about solids needed to be overhauled: “This would be a signal that moves with infinite speed.” His theory showed that no such signal could ever exist.  

Military Light Signals during World War I

“The comparison of light with other ‘stuff’ is not permissible,” explained Einstein to an attentive audience. In 1911, they remained largely unconvinced. But soon his argument would make a lot more sense to many more people. On the battlefields of World War I, soldiers and commanders alike saw how the transmission of light behaved in ways that differed

23. Ibid., viii.
markedly from the transmission of sound and other things. The military practice of “sound and flash ranging” used to determine the exact location of enemy artillery relied precisely on those differences.

What was the best way for men with a scientific background to contribute to the war? Physicist Joseph S. Ames, professor of physics at Johns Hopkins University, had a clear answer. In “The Trained Man of Science in the War” he explained how they could contribute by sharing their work on light signaling. Physicists, he argued, were the “obvious” experts in certain kinds of communication technologies and therefore useful to the military: “But consider a problem like this: to devise a light signal, which can be used by day or by night, and which will be absolutely invisible to the enemy. Who can solve that? The answer is obvious: only a physicist.” Ames celebrated the work of General George O. Squier, chief signal officer of the U.S. Army Signal Corps, whose Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins permitted him “to know his subject from the scientific standpoint as few military officers can know it.”

Light signals were so closely associated with war that when artist Otto Dix conceived one of his most famous paintings depicting the horrors of World War I, he decided to produce a work widely known as Lichtsignale (fig. 2).

World War I Communications: “Sound and Flash Ranging”

How should we think about theoretical science in light of the media transformations of the early twentieth century? From the time Einstein wrote his famous paper, light signaling technologies concerned the military as much as they did physicists. Starting in the nineteenth century, these systems were used for maritime and meteorological communications, but their main function resided in how they could be used for the “defense of the nation,” which included (in America) “efficiently protecting the populations from the depredations of the Indians.”

The practice of comparing light, sound, and actual explosions became standard artillery practice in World War I. These comparisons proved invaluable during the British victory at Cambrai in 1917 and during the “black day” for the German Army at Amiens in 1918. In order to determine the exact position from where weapons were being fired, field commanders compared the time of an actual explosion, the time it was set in

25. Th. Moureaux, “Le Service des signaux de l’armée,” 45. In the United States, signalmen were charged with photographing and documenting World War I. In July 1917 a Photographic Section was established within the army Signal Corps. By the end of the war, the Signal Corps had taken approximately 30,000 photographs and had accumulated 750,000 feet of film. Rebecca Robbins Raines, Getting the Message Through, 188–89.
motion, and when the explosion was heard or seen: “When a gun ejects its shell in the direction of the enemy, the latter hears in succession three sounds; first due to the passing of the shell through the air, in general a hissing sound; then the proper sound from the gun mouth, a boom; and finally the sound of the explosion of the shell.” By knowing the speed of sound, officers could triangulate the location of the gun, allowing them to strike back accurately.\(^{27}\) Sound ranging was complicated, affected as it was by myriad environmental factors including weather-related wind patterns. For this reason, it had to be compared against information gleaned through flash ranging.

Comparing the difference between the sound of ejection, flight, and explosion with available visual light signals provided information that affected the outcome of key World War I battles. Physicists, many of whom would become involved with relativity theory, played key roles in flash and

\(^{27}\) Ames, “The Trained Man of Science in the War,” 408.
sound ranging. In France, General Gustave-Auguste Ferrié was in charge of wireless communications, where he worked closely with Louis de Broglie to improve transmission from the Eiffel Tower. Louis’s brother Maurice de Broglie, a retired navy officer, worked on submarine signaling technologies. Henri Abrahaim and Charles Fabry collaborated with the Americans on sound and flash ranging. Astronomer Charles Nordmann from the Paris Observatory, an expert in wireless time-distribution technologies who would become one of the most important popularizers of relativity theory in France, paired with Lucien Bull of the Marey Institute to build sound-ranging instruments. Paul Langevin, who worked closely with Einstein on relativity, even attempted to commercialize the sound-wave detection equipment he developed during the war.

In Germany, Hans Reichenbach was enlisted in the country’s radio unit and physicist Max Born enlisted in the signal corps to work on sound ranging. When Born arrived in Berlin, he would become a close friend of Einstein and dedicate himself after the war to teaching and writing about relativity theory. In England, William Lawrence Bragg was responsible for the British sound-ranging effort, along with his father William Henry Bragg, who worked on submarine detection. Princeton physicist Augustus Trowbridge led the American Flash and Sound Ranging Service. After the war, he proudly announced to scientists and philosophers alike how “on the signing of the armistice the entire front of the second American army was covered with both flash and sound ranging.” Karl T. Compton, physicist and president of MIT, recounted Trowbridge’s wartime collaboration with physicists Robert A. Millikan and Charles E. Mendenhall, and their efforts at building equipment at Princeton’s Palmer Laboratory and at Bell Labs, which they tested at the Sandy Hook Proving Ground.

In the context of physicists’ World War I work, we can understand why so many of the technical as well as popular accounts of relativity that proliferated after the war used the “flash and bang” trope to explain its central lessons. A typical example of this pedagogical tactic appears in an article on relativity by American astronomer William H. Pickering, published in Popular Astronomy in 1920. The author noted that “if instead of the sound of a gun being used as a signal on the train, we had fired a bullet” it would reach the observer at a different time. An entirely different calculation (one

independent of the velocity of the train), he explained, was required for light. Pickering carefully elaborated on “the analogy of the bullet” to light by imagining a train equipped with “guns” on either end. “Suppose that on a calm day when the train is stationary we fire a gun from the engine,” how would this scenario be different from the case where the train was in motion? What “if the gun was at the rear of the train” he asked?34 Even pacifist astronomer Arthur Eddington, who avoided the draft by organizing the eclipse expedition that proved Einstein’s theory, used the example of a rifle bullet to explain relativity, and discussed it by reference to the “simultaneity of a flash and a bang.”35

Parisian astronomer Charles Nordmann drew from his experiences developing flash- and sound-ranging technologies during the war to explain relativity in his commercially successful Einstein et l’univers (1921). Nordmann compared the speed of light directly against that of the shell fired by the Krupp-manufactured “Big Bertha” howitzer during Germany’s advance toward Belgium to highlight the special characteristics of light: “The initial speed of the Bertha shell is only approximately 1,300 meters per second. For movements so slow, any relativistic contraction is negligible,” he explained. Electrically charged “projectiles,” he continued, were “much smaller than the shells of European artilleries, but, in turn, they are launched at infinitely greater initial velocities against which even those of the Bertha compare poorly.”36

Mary F. Cleugh, author of Time and Its Importance in Modern Thought (1937), identified the common “flash and bang” trope present in the scientific literature on the topic: “The time-lag between ‘flash’ and ‘bang’ shows that sound has a finite velocity, and from that an analogy may be made to the case of light.” A reader who might at first resist theory would have to come around to it with these “carefully graduated series” of battlefield examples:

But if he is given a carefully graduated series of examples, beginning with the familiar “flash and bang” of a distant gun, going on to two guns between which he stands, and ending with a full-blown Einstein and trains and light signals, he will admit that it follows from these that simultaneity is, after all, relative.

How did practical wartime lessons end up having such a central place in Einstein’s theory of the universe, affecting even something as philosophical as our everyday notion of time? Cleugh was baffled by “the importance of light-signals” in our scientific understanding of time in physics and in the cosmos. She was at first skeptical: “It is one thing to say that we cannot make judgments of simultaneity with regard to events at some distance from each other without the help of a light signal,” but “it is quite another

36. Charles Nordmann, Einstein et l’univers, 64, 97.
to define simultaneity as depending on light-signals.” So why was time defined by reference to light signals? After surveying alternative ways of conceiving time, most of which were not based on light signals and would therefore escape from the paradoxes of relativity, she eventually gave up. There was no choice but to “admit in the end that time is merely a function of light.”37 In a century marked by telecommunications technologies based on electrodynamic “light signals,” it certainly was.

Difficulties Defining “Signal Velocity” circa 1905

The World War I context was quite different from the one in which Einstein first conceived of his theory. In his famous “annus mirabilis” theory of relativity paper (1905), Einstein initially used no fewer than three terms to describe the transmission of light: Lichtstrahl (light ray), Lichtzeichen (light signs) and Lichtsignale (light signals). Two years later, he was much clearer. He abandoned “ray” and “sign” in favor of “signal.” What prompted this change in his terminology and what was its significance for science and for our understanding of the universe?

In a set of key publications that followed his 1905 paper, Einstein replied to the objections of some prominent critics in a clear and novel way. In the process he also distinguished his own contribution from that of his colleague Hendrik Lorentz. His distinction hinged on a particular understanding of light signals as communication signals. The “light signals” of relativity theory, he explained, were actually “electromagnetic influences” that could be “one-time” and “voluntary” and that could, “for example, be used for sending an arbitrary signal.”38 This new definition of the term “light signal” was key, as it helped Einstein respond to the objections that the existence of speeds faster than those of light would invalidate his conclusions. In years to come, this particular reconfiguration of his work would take on a decisive importance in the establishment of relativity. In 1905 Einstein asked readers to consider what happens if “a ray of light starts out from A at time $T_A$, is reflected from B at time $T_B$, and arrives back at A at time $T'_A$.” He then asked readers to consider the velocity of this light ray as constant. Einstein was nearly done with his argument. With a few additional simple calculations, he arrived at one of the most astounding claims of his theory, that a clock traveling close to the speed of light would mark time differently than a stationary one. Had Einstein revolutionized our understanding of time and space? In 1905 he had claimed that “the velocity of light physically plays the part of infinitely great velocities,” but he had not yet shown that it was the fastest velocity possible for the transmission of signals.

A close reading of his work shows him initially struggling with his terminology, sometimes using the term “ray,” other times “sign,” and even creating new terms by hyphenating or concatenating words, such as “sign-effect” and “arbitrary-voluntary signaling.” After he settled on the term “Lichtsignale” and narrowed its definition, he increasingly reframed the theory of relativity in a new way. He started to refer to “relativity theory” as his own work, distinguishing it from others, and he drew much wider conclusions from it.

In two articles authored in 1907 Einstein started defining the term light signal by reference to electromagnetic communication signals. One was published in the Annalen der Physik, the same prestigious venue that printed his famous 1905 paper, and the other appeared in Jahrbuch der Radioaktivität und Elektronik, a premier technology journal. In the second publication, Einstein boldly distinguished his work from Lorentz’s. In both papers, Einstein repeated almost verbatim one key paragraph which gave his earlier paper new life and meaning.

In this new 1907 work, light no longer “played the part” of infinitely great velocities—it was an unsurpassable velocity because Einstein now used it in narrower terms, exclusively in those of its role in the actual “spreading of an effect”:

We will now show that not only the assumption of an instantaneous spread of some effect, but also more generally, any assumption of the spreading of an effect with a velocity greater than the velocity of light is incompatible with the theory of relativity.39

Einstein was now much clearer about why the speed of light could not be surpassed. In the Annalen paper, he explained how it could not be beaten in the case of the “spreading of an effect.” There was nothing “illogical” in thinking about instantaneous transmission, but Einstein was confident enough to state that it did not occur in practice in terms of the “spreading of an effect” with “causal” consequences through a “transfer mechanism.” After discussing the supposed instantaneity of light, he explained why it could not fit with our experience of the world:

Even though, in my opinion, this result does not contain a contradiction from a logical point of view, it conflicts so absolutely with the character of all our experience that the impossibility of the assumption W>V [propagation velocity of an effect greater than the speed of light] is sufficiently proved by this result.40

This sentence from the science journal Annalen der Physik was repeated almost verbatim in the more technological journal Jahrbuch der Radioaktivität und Elektronik.

40. Ibid., §3 p. 382.
aktivität und Elektronik. In the Jahrbuch paper his terminology was more technical. Velocities greater than light could not be found for "arbitrary-voluntary signaling" (willkürlichen Signalgebung). No effect of this kind—willful and arbitrary—could be "propagated faster than light in a vacuum."\footnote{Albert Einstein, “Über das Relativitätsprinzip und die aus demselben gezogenen Folgerungen,” §5 p. 423.}

What happens when “the observer in A sends a sign-effect to the observer in B” Einstein asked repeatedly.\footnote{Einstein, “Über die vom Relativitätsprinzip geforderte Trägheit der Energie,” §3 p. 381.} In both articles Einstein used the term “sign-effect” (Wirkung Zeichen), but he started to clarify the meaning of this term depending on how it related to the speed of light. The Jahrbuch engineering publication (1907) explained that the speed of light could only be considered as infinitely great in the case of an “arbitrary-voluntary signal” which could never surpass the value of “a universal constant c” (where c designates the speed of light). In other words: “a universal constant c” was the maximum speed of an “arbitrary-voluntary signal.”\footnote{Einstein, “Über das Relativitätsprinzip und die aus demselben gezogenen Folgerungen,” §5 p. 415.} In the Annalen publication he associated this type of effect with “an act of will.” He carefully explained the difficulties of superluminal signal transmission (“sign-effects”) by citing the rules of causality: “This result signifies that we would have to consider as possible a transfer mechanism whose use would produce an effect which precedes the cause (accompanies by an act of will [Willensakt], for example).”\footnote{Einstein, “Über die vom Relativitätsprinzip geforderte Trägheit der Energie,” §3 pp. 381–82.} Einstein drew broad conclusions by thinking of physics in terms of the causal transmission of willful emissions. “The time T that elapses between the sign emission [Zeichengebung] in A and the sign reception [Zeichenempfang] in B” in the case of willful causal transmission was the time that interested him. These particular characteristics of transmitting effects allowed him to define time in a radically new way. These were precisely the signals transmitted through the growing telecommunications network of his era.

Abandoning “Local Time”

Einstein’s new understanding of his theory in terms of the “willful” emission and reception of “sign-effects” was directly connected to his new understanding of time. In the Jahrbuch paper, he distinguished his position from that of Lorentz, who had first developed the relativity equations Einstein used.\footnote{For a historical study of Einstein’s authorship of relativity, see Richard Staley, Einstein’s Generation, and Richard Staley, “On the Histories of Relativity.”} Historians have observed that Einstein’s theory, in contrast to Lorentz’s, no longer referred to one of the t variables in the relativ-
ity equations as “local time.” For Einstein, both referred equally to time. He described Lorentz’s conception as an “artificial means of saving the theory.” He also started using a different label for his work, which up to then was usually referred to as the Einstein-Lorentz theory, referring separately to “the H. A. Lorentz theory and the principle of relativity.”

Was Einstein’s explanation of relativity in terms of “arbitrary-voluntary signal” transmission connected to the abandonment of Lorentz’s “local time”? As Einstein realized that instantaneousness could not exist in the case of light signal transmission, he also became increasingly confident in his claim that no other universal definition of time could compete against his. In 1907 Einstein had listed the “character of all of our experience” as proving why signals could never travel faster than light. That aspect of his contemporary experience was the main reason why he argued that scientists had to adopt his theory.

Wilhelm Wien, one of the most important scientists of the time and a man who held top research, teaching, and administrative positions in Germany, was not convinced by Einstein. The senior scientist wrote to Einstein asking him to clarify certain claims in his 1905 paper. He asked him about the possibility of superluminal propagation velocities, knowing fully well that—if these existed—they would completely invalidate all of Einstein’s conclusions. Wien reminded the junior patent examiner that his relativistic definition of time did not work for these kinds of cases. In 1905 Einstein had merely stated that “for superluminal velocities our considerations become meaningless.” Now a colleague was asking him directly how meaningless, or meaningful, his contributions really were. Einstein was forced to clarify. What could Einstein do to save his theory?

“You have raised here a most interesting question!” wrote Einstein, then a largely unknown patent examiner, to Wien in the summer of 1907. Einstein had good reasons to be excited. He “threw” himself into a “writing frenzy” trying to answer the question as best he could. It took him weeks to craft a response, periodically checking in with his interlocutor to make sure he was on the right track.

With a tone of irritation, the senior scientist complained to Einstein that when reading his work “one can understand whatever one wants” from his equations of propagation velocities, and that they did not necessarily lead to his conclusions. His colleague did not stay quiet about what he considered clear faults in Einstein’s reasoning. After writing first to Einstein for clarification, he immediately contacted Lorentz. By the end of the month, Einstein had penned an answer. The definition of time and

46. Einstein, “Über das Relativitätsprinzip und die aus demselben gezogenen Folgerungen,” 413.
47. Galina Weinstein, “Einstein on the Impossibility of Superluminal Velocities.”
48. See letter from Wien to Lorentz, 17 August 1907, and Lorentz’s response, 22 September 1907, 218–21.
simultaneity which he used in his paper, he explained to his colleague, was right if the time signals he described in it were understood in a specific way, not as any kind of signals but as communication signals.

“There seems to be a misunderstanding between us, which I shall now try to clarify.” Einstein explained that the exchange of “light signals” that he referred to should be understood as information-transfer signals. Relativity theory was concerned with communication signaling—not with just any type of signals. The difference between his argument and Wien’s, Einstein explained, was that Einstein did not refer to “a periodical process” but instead focused on “the propagation of an influence that could, for example, be used for sending an arbitrary signal.” Superluminal velocities, he clarified, did not exist for these kinds of signals.49

The signals that concerned Einstein could be changed “at will” and unpredictably. His notion of signal was one which could be “arbitrary” and which could be “one-time (not regularly recurring)” and which was “not yet determined by past” processes. He thus defined “signaling” in physics in the same terms that it was used for the purpose of communication, distinguishing the concept from the transmission of “Zeichen” (signs) which could be periodic or predetermined.

Einstein urged Wien to change his understanding of “propagation velocity” in terms of “signal” transmission. For this, he turned to the results of his colleague Emil Wiechert who had studied the velocity of an “optical signal,” concluding that it should always be less than the speed of light “in any medium.”50 Superluminal velocities could not play a role in technologies that depended on the transmission of these “optical signals” because they were always either equal to or less than the speed of light. Einstein had stumbled on an answer to his critic:

I now designate the kind of velocity that, according to the theory of relativity, cannot be greater than the velocity of light in a vacuum as “signal velocity.” This is a velocity by which a one-time (not regularly recurring) influence, which is not yet determined by past electrodynamic processes, is propagated; thus, we are dealing here with the propagation of an influence that could, for example, be used for sending an arbitrary signal.

Wien’s objections, he argued, were invalid because they did not apply to these cases: “The propagation velocity . . . in your analysis is not a ‘signal velocity’ because . . . this velocity refers to a periodical process.51

In correspondence with Wien, and referencing Wiechert’s research, Einstein started to consider the speed of light as the fastest signaling velocity.

49. Einstein explained at that time that the light signals he described did not “rule out” superluminal velocities in other cases.
ity possible. He described key problems in physics in terms of the scenario of sending ("emanation") and receiving ("perception") an "electromagnetic influence." In this way, he differentiated the concept of "signal velocity" from that of "group velocity." Two years earlier, in 1905, he had explained how, in his theory of relativity, "the velocity of light physically plays the part of infinitely great velocities," but he had not yet claimed that it was the fastest velocity possible for the transmission of "arbitrary" and "one-time" electromagnetic signals. After his discussions with Wien, light was no longer playing a part or a role. Light was an "infinitely great velocity"—if considered in terms of electromagnetic signaling practices.

The Media of Time: Telegraphing into the Past

Once Einstein clarified the meaning of signal in physics, other scientists were quick to understand relativity in terms of communication technologies. In 1911, during the famous presentation of relativistic effects that would later be known as the twin paradox, physicist Paul Langevin, one of the most important popularizers of relativity theory and a close friend of Einstein, presented it in a way that stressed its connection to signaling techniques. Before Einstein, he explained, scientists thought that pulling "a string to ring a bell . . . permitted instantaneous signaling." But Einstein had shown that "[t]here should not exist a messenger or a signal that can travel at speeds greater than three hundred thousand kilometers per second." He urged listeners to abandon their intuitive understanding of solid bodies by considering them instead in terms of their signaling potential. When Langevin explained the concept of causality, of how one event "could effectively act on another," he described it simply in terms of signal transmission technologies. "It is the principle of telegraphy," he concluded, to an audience of flummoxed philosophers. While Einstein was still struggling to explain and promote his theory with Langevin’s help, he grew excited to learn about technological innovations that would make their arguments more convincing. "Moving light sources of several 1000 miles" are now "available," he wrote with excitement to his friend Paul Ehrenfest, hoping that these would help them ascertain relativistic effects more easily. Led by Einstein, relativity scientists started to consider the difference between the past and the future in terms of signaling possibilities. They defined the past as the time of signal emission when compared against the time of reception. And the future was the time of reception if compared against the time of emission. There were no cases where a "signal would
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have arrived at its goal before being emitted: The effect would precede the cause.”56 Langevin explained that if the rules of relativity theory were violated, “we could telegraph into the past, as Einstein has said, and we would consider that absurd.”57 Scientists quickly drew models of space and time according to relativity theory. The famous image of the light cone, a common fixture in popular and specialized accounts of the special theory of relativity, represented the past and the future in terms of signaling possibilities. The “here and now” was a point from which signals could be sent into the future and where past signals had already arrived (fig. 4).

Emerging telecommunications (first telegraphy and later radio) sent messages across vast distances that had been previously covered only by transportation technologies, such as ships, trains, and automobiles. Before World War I, triode vacuum tubes were only manufactured in bulk in the United States. But after the war, Europeans ramped up production so that they could be used for military wireless communications. The development of multiplexing allowed telegraph and telephone to share the same infrastructure. Once telegraph signals could be sent through telephone wires using frequencies that did not play a role in speech transmission (from 0 to 150 Hz), the carrying capacity of telecommunications networks was significantly expanded. After the war, commercial and civilian radio communications, starting with finance and journalism, flourished.

When Einstein developed his general theory of relativity, which in contrast to the special one encompassed acceleration and gravitation, one of its most revolutionary assertions was that the universe was essentially curved. The shortest path between two points was not, as in Euclidean geometry, a straight line. The shortest path between two points was defined as that traveled by an electromagnetic signal and which could be considered (in the presence of a gravitational field) as a curve.

Cosmological and astronomical implications of Einstein’s theory were often described by reference to the possibility of communicating with someone in outer space. In Britain, Eddington described it by reference to the difficulties in maintaining a conversation, and even a love affair, with a lady on Neptune, while Wildon Carr similarly explained the “time of transmission” in the theory of relativity by reference to a telephone conversation with someone on another planet.

American physicist Percy Bridgman used the example of sending “wireless signals” to a “confederate in the nebula.” In Germany, mathematician Hermann Weyl described in an article titled simply “The Mathematical Way of Thinking” that the question of “whether two men, say Bill on Earth and Bob on Sirius, are contemporaries” depended on “whether it means that Bill can send a message to Bob, or Bob a message to Bill, or even that Bill can communicate with Bob by sending a message and receiving an answer, etc.” In France, physicist Jean Becquerel described the reality of time dilation in terms of a traveler and an observer on Earth by imagining them exchanging time signals via electromagnetic waves or “T.S.F. signals.”

Louis de Broglie, who worked in the radio service unit during World War I and was one who used the Eiffel Tower for military wireless transmission, assessed relativity theory almost exclusively in terms of telecommunications. “[T]he Einstein rules” were clear “just giving and receiving signals,” explained American philosopher William Montague. Alfred North Whitehead, among the first to write about the theory after it was successfully confirmed by the results of Eddington’s famous eclipse expeditions, understood Einstein’s work entirely as a treatise about signaling
and messaging. Eddington himself described to popular audiences how the theory of relativity perfectly explained “the consequences of being able to transmit messages concerning events” from one place to another. The world described by Einstein was the way it was, explained the astronomer, because “signaling is only possible” in certain conditions and not in others. It showed how nothing “capable of being used as a signal can travel faster than 299,796 kilometers a second.” The past existed when it “would be possible for us to have already received a wireless message announcing its occurrence.” Direct references to telecommunications technologies appear again and again in theoretical, philosophical, and even popular accounts about the value and validity of Einstein’s work. Light was “the swiftest messenger in the world,” explained one writer who presented the theory to a popular audience. Even those skeptical of Einstein’s theory engaged with it in technological terms, arguing that the constancy of the speed of light was a mere technological effect related to current limitations in contemporary communication technologies.

Consider the technical media challenges during this period of actually building an “audible tick-tock” that could be heard “everywhere in the world.” Einstein asked himself this question, which was tightly related to the technical challenges of establishing global communications. He came to the conclusion that scientists and the public at large should rid themselves of their longstanding belief that time in one part of the globe was simultaneous to time in another part of it—forgetting delays in transmission speeds. “There is no audible tick-tock anywhere in the world that could be considered as time,” Einstein explained in unpublished notes where he kept track of the “most important ideas of relativity theory.”

The challenges facing the concept of universal time, which Einstein considered in terms of actual clocks, were the same as those facing contemporary telecommunications, struggling to send news across the world in the shortest possible time. If wireless time distribution services functioned with the delays of electromagnetic signal transmission, and if clocks measured time, there was no reason to believe these same effects would not affect time in the universe as well. For a decade and a half after its publication, Einstein’s work was considered equally as relevant for technology as for science. Eddington underlined the paradoxical technoscientific role of light in Einstein’s work, where it was clearly connected to actual communication
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technologies while it was also surprisingly “fundamental.” The actual velocity of light, something that could seem too tied to current signaling technology limitations and “a rather arbitrary decree of nature,” explained Eddington, was a “fundamental velocity.” By “a lucky coincidence,” both of them were the same, he explained: “there is a physical entity—light—that moves habitually at the same speed of the fundamental velocity.”72 Was Einstein simply lucky? He would soon have to explain to a growing number of critics why this “coincidence” was more than sheer luck.

A Radio Engineer Comes to Einstein’s Defense

Given the overwhelming assessment of Einstein’s work in terms of signaling technologies, why should his research be considered in cosmological rather than merely practical terms? Starting in 1910, Einstein would frame his research in a manner that distanced it sharply from telecommunications. He described its implications for signaling as a “consequence” of a much broader physical theory, and a profoundly counterintuitive one at that. They were what “follows immediately” from his theory, not its starting point. The inability “to send signals that would travel faster than light in a vacuum” was a “consequence, as strange as it is interesting,” of his theory.73

More important, how were its connections to military concerns faced? Both tasks were undertaken by Hans Reichenbach, founder of logical positivism, who promoted a simplistic view of science as the result of combining clear empirical observations with mathematical principles. After being released from the army’s radio unit, Reichenbach attended Einstein’s lectures in Berlin. Captivated by his teacher, he was hooked on physics for the rest of his life. He dedicated his first book to Einstein, and in the years that followed, Reichenbach and Einstein would become close.

It took decades before Einstein and Reichenbach were able to convince listeners that the universe and time—cosmological time—should be understood and defined by reference to light signals. In May 1921, during his lectures at Princeton University, Einstein claimed that “it is immaterial what kind of processes one chooses for such a definition of time.” But if immaterial, why that particular choice, light, asked his listeners? Einstein responded: "It is advantageous, however, for the theory, to choose only those processes concerning which we know something certain. This holds for the propagation of light in vacuo in a higher degree than for any other process which could be considered.”74 Next year he was much bolder. In a
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controversial discussion with philosopher Henri Bergson, he would imply that his definition of time was “objective” whereas other more philosophical notions were not. By then, he had developed a more convincing response to his critics, in collaboration with Reichenbach.

In early January 1921, in a famous lecture titled “Geometry and Experience,” Einstein marshaled forceful arguments explaining why light signals were a fundamental key to the universe and not simply connected to technological novelties, no matter how wonderful. His solution was frequently remarked upon: Why should scientists consider them essential for understanding time and space in the universe? Was Einstein’s focus on light signals justified in scientific terms? For most of his professional life, critics argued that this one particular aspect of his work had not been properly explained. A particular concern centered on the reasons for adopting a definition of time based on light signals, understood in terms of the principle of the constancy of light, over other ways of understanding time. Why this way to define time and not another? If light signals were fundamental to the workings of the universe, then he should say why in terms of elementary atomic concepts, something that was (and still is) far from possible. Late in life Einstein admitted that he still could not argue for the adoption of a conception of time based on light signals from a foundational theory of “moving atomic configurations,” but he reminded his critics of other pressing reasons which he had thought out in collaboration with Reichenbach.

Reichenbach’s early publications included highly philosophical texts as well as lowbrow popular engineering manuals. Unable to earn a living as a philosopher, he supported himself instead by teaching at the Technische Hochschule at Stuttgart, supplementing his income by becoming the editor of Die Radio-Reihe, a series of radio manuals financed with paid advertisements (fig. 5).

In his accounts of radio technology for enthusiasts, Reichenbach explained that, if one considered light to travel at the approximate speed of 300,000 km/s, then “the time it takes the wave to travel from Nauen to New York is only about 1/50 second.” For practical purposes, he pointed out, this delay could be neglected and thus: “we can say with good sense that the waves arrive at the same time in New York that they are sent in Nauen.” The idea that the transmission speed of light was an unsurpassable velocity was
an essential claim in Einstein’s work, but Reichenbach did not reference it in his engineering manual. His “good sense” was enough to convince him that light was special: “Only the speed of light is so great”\(^\text{80}\) (fig. 6).

“Telegraphy is as old as Mankind,” explained Reichenbach, confidently claiming that “the prehistoric man who raised his arm up to wave to his contemporaries telegraphed.” The only significant difference between the gestures of prehistoric man and cutting-edge wireless telegraphy was “the thousands of years of scientific work that lay in between.”\(^\text{81}\) Reichenbach highlighted the triumphant role of science in the thousands of years from prehistoric days to the present; he elided the piecemeal practical transformations of technology from the beginning of history to modern civilization.

Always attentive to what his professor said and wrote, Reichenbach jumped to Einstein’s defense and developed the central ideas of “Geometry and Experience” more fully. He came up with a convincing, though slightly roundabout, way of justifying the special status of light signals in the work of his teacher, friend, and mentor. The reason they were particularly descriptive of the universe, he argued, was based on a concept given
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by definition,” namely the constancy of the speed of light in the absence of a gravitational field.82 But this “definition” was neither arbitrary nor merely convenient. It should not be understood by reference to particular technical devices—it was a “fact” and a universal one at that.

To the end of his life, Reichenbach explained Einstein’s theory by reference to signaling: “Einstein’s relativity of simultaneity is closely associated with the assumption that light is the fastest signal.” He used the words signal and message repeatedly. He went as far as describing the Michelson-Morley experiment as an experiment about “signals,” arguing that “the assumption that light is the fastest signal” was “an idea which could not be conceived before the negative outcome of such experiments as that of Michelson.”83

Reichenbach used the example of the “telephone” and “radio telephone” to illustrate how we could grow “accustomed” to the reality described by Einstein.84 He turned to the common example of communicating with someone in outer space. “[I]f a telephone connection with the planet Mars were established,” he explained, “we would have to wait a quarter of an hour for the answer to our questions.” If our communication technologies functioned with a similar delay in that way, then “the relativ-

ity of simultaneity would become as trivial a matter as the time difference between the standard times of different time zones today.”85 Although Reichenbach constantly mentioned new telecommunications technologies and practices in his text, in the philosophical view of scientific development he was promoting, they appeared as nothing more than illustrative and pedagogical examples.

While constantly employing terminology and examples from the world of telecommunications to explain Einstein’s theory, Reichenbach stressed its theoretical and cosmic aspects over its mundane connections. He ignored the immediate war conditions that led him to work with radio in the first place and the financial incentives that led to the publication of the radio series with him as editor. Instead, Reichenbach distanced the theory of relativity from current technologies and their limitations. What was recounted as engineering knowledge in his radio manuals appeared as a universal truth in his scientific and philosophical texts.

From Technological to Fundamental

How can something be technological and historically situated as well as fundamental and universally valid? In order for Einstein’s interpretation of relativity to prevail, the criticisms of influential French polymath Henri Poincaré, and his vision of the relation of science to technology and of both to mathematics, needed to be countered.86 Poincaré’s philosophy valued scientific theories in terms of their practical validity rather than in terms of their universal status. Einstein had to combat Poincaré’s arguments in order to show why his light-signal-based theory was not simply one alternative explanation of physical effects, but rather a fundamental law of nature. Einstein first forcefully fought against Poincaré’s conventionalist philosophy in “Geometry and Experience” (1921). Reichenbach would immediately enter the ring as well.

The specific topic of Einstein’s attack against Poincaré was Riemannian geometry, which Einstein used in developing his general theory, but also at stake was the status of Euclidean geometry over non-Euclidean geometry, the latter closely associated with Einstein’s theory of relativity. Experiments clearly showed that the movement of light did not follow the laws of Euclid. But Einstein argued that his non-Euclidean geometry was not merely another useful mathematical formulation used to study a certain physical object (light); rather, he considered it a model of the actual geo-
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metrical structure of the universe itself. The non-Euclidean shape of the universe, revealed through the behavior of light signals, was “a question of physics proper which must be answered by experience, and not a question of a convention to be chosen on grounds of mere expediency.”

Poincaré considered claims about the mathematical shape of the universe as essentially misguided principles. The question of which geometrical system should be used to represent the universe, he argued, was completely the same as asking which measurement standard should be chosen. Inquiring into the validity of Euclidean over non-Euclidean geometry was simply the same as asking if one should use the yard or the meter. Einstein admitted that if geometry was understood in this way, Poincaré was sub specie aeterni right. But he disagreed with the view that measurements based on light signals were simply based on a conventional measuring standard.

Reichenbach sharpened the criticisms against Poincaré that Einstein first introduced. He attacked the idea that mathematics was more of a practical tool than a reflection of how the world actually was. He chastised Poincaré for espousing the view that scientists could choose between different geometries, claiming instead that only one of them described the “geometry of the physical world.” Einstein’s theory was not simply a particular way of understanding the universe, he insisted, it revealed the shape of the universe itself. Reichenbach thus established the dual role of light signals as technological, but more important, fundamental. Einstein could have it both ways. Light-signal-based descriptions of the universe could be more than a convenient tool for science; they were much more by definition and empirically so as well. To answer those who wanted to know if light was actually constant and not merely defined as such, he stressed that it was “an empirical fact” that measurements could be and were undertaken in the manner described by Einstein. For this reason, it was “experimentally well-confirmed.” In 1928 Reichenbach once again explained why he thought that Einstein was entirely justified in his light-signal-based conception of the universe, arguing that it was “a matter of fact that our world” was a place where scientific measurements were undertaken in this manner. Were they? The choice of measuring system could potentially be seen as conventional, as Poincaré argued. But the actual reality of how people measured was not.
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Measurement and Light Signals

Communications media affected the notion of scientific measurement during this period. In “Geometry and Experience,” Einstein proceeded to explain the traditional way of measuring, one based on using marked rulers. “[T]wo tracts are said to be ‘equal to one another’ if the marks of the one tract can be brought to coincide permanently with the marks of the other.” His explanation was hardly original. Poincaré had described it a number of times. Poincaré had pointed out that relativity (which he associated with the equations of Lorentz and not with Einstein’s interpretation) was based on a different form of measurement, one that considered light paths as equal depending on the time taken to traverse them. The old way of defining measurement in terms of the comparison of lengths “is no longer true in the current theory.” Measurements, in the new system, were taken by comparing the arrival time of light signals. While Poincaré merely described the differences between these two ways of conceiving measurement, Einstein urged scientists to adopt the second one. A measurement “tract,” that was previously defined in terms of a rigid solid, should be re-defined in terms of the “path of light.”

When using rulers, scientists had to physically align two different objects against each other. In the early nineteenth century, the exigencies of measurement often required an observer to travel to the object to be measured in order to compare it against a standard brought along. To measure hard-to-reach places, scientists could use optical instruments that required aiming or leveling of an instrument against the image of an object, as with a theodolite. These precision measurements were done with instruments furnished with fine reticules or micrometers to bring two marks in line with each other or find the exact center of circles and dots. Such practices were very different from those described by Einstein—comparing the time of the arrival of two light signals against each other.

Einstein’s work on signals was connected to key changes in how scientists thought of observation and measurement more generally. Measurement practices continued to be diverse, but underneath this practical diversity lay a new consensus about what ideal measurements were, from which scientists drew implications about the shape of the universe and the relation of experience to geometry.

Conclusion: Light Signals Dominate the Airwaves

References to signals and messages abounded in the work of Einstein and his commentators during this period. The physicist and his interlocutors not only used these preexisting concepts, they defined their meaning.

95. Lorraine Daston and Elizabeth Lunbeck, Histories of Observation.
Before Einstein, the term “signal” in physics did not necessarily entail an element of transmission with a delay or the transportation of a message.

Commercial applications for long-distance signaling technologies flourished after World War I. The relevance of Einstein’s light-signal-based theory increased in the wider culture as electrodynamic technologies transmitted more and more messages across wider distances. Einstein, and a rapidly growing number of civilian users, increasingly used the telegraph and telephone for personal purposes. By the winter of 1920 Einstein had a telephone in his Berlin apartment, which he placed prominently on top of his desk96 (fig. 7). Commentors on Einstein’s theory writing in the decades after the war years did not need to have been working directly with communication technologies to see it in those terms. They did not need to have direct experience working in war with radio, like Reichenbach, Born, Langevin, Nordmann, or de Broglie.

A complete history of how technological media were written out of our understanding of twentieth-century physics remains to be investigated. In the case of relativity, few men were as responsible as Reichenbach for erasing the connection between theory and contemporary technologies. Ironically, few had as much firsthand experience working with light signals as he did. For Einstein’s seventieth birthday, Reichenbach hailed him as a man whose work took “sensorial perception and analytical principles as sources of knowledge,” nothing more and nothing less, leaving no place for telegraph, telephone, or radio.97 Reichenbach’s philosophical understanding of “experiment,” one which dominated Anglo-American philosophy for the rest of the century, did not include a role for technology at all, let alone contemporary technologies. In his logical positivist view of experiment, technology was inferior to science and unrelated to its progress. There was no place in science for things like the “telephone” or “radio-telephone,” which he repeatedly used to explain the theory.

In 1951 Reichenbach, who had risen in the ranks from radio engineer to professor of philosophy at UCLA, published his most popular book, The Rise of Scientific Philosophy. Once again, he countered some of the objections to Einstein’s work that considered its conclusions as emerging from arbitrary definitions or practical conventions. He again claimed that in Einstein’s theory the constancy of light was given by definition. He also consistently argued in favor of simply defining the speed of light as a constant quality, and then deriving all other important constants from it. Speaking as a philosopher, he explained that when Einstein said “there can be no faster signal than light” he did not merely mean “that no faster signal is known to us.” Rather, Einstein meant that light was the fastest signal—regardless of how that fact became known.98 That “light was the fastest signal”—originally an elementary lesson in the world of telecommunications—was now a firmly established law of nature.
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